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Part II
Predicting Behavior

The second part of this thesis focuses on the research theme of predicting user
behavior. We focus on a particular angle of user behavior, namely, what makes
online objects attractive to people to interact with. If we were to characterize
these objects at an abstract level, we would group them based on their content
type and their hosting environment. Content on the web can be classified in
two major types: edited (e.g., news articles), and unedited (e.g., blog posts, or
podcasts). Similarly, the hosting environment can be grouped into closed or open.
An object is considered to live in a closed environment if a user has to use an
application or a particular website to interact with it (e.g., a users comments
on a news article, or subscribing to a podcast in iTunes), otherwise the object’s
environment is considered open (e.g., a user searches and browses the web to fulfill
an information need). With this classification in mind, we study three scenarios
using a bottom-up approach, from closed to open environments.

We start with two types of closed environments, namely, iTunes and websites
of news agents, and then we move to open environments such as the web. Loosely
speaking, iTunes can be considered “more closed” than the online news agents
because people need to have installed the iTunes application on their devices.
In Chapter 5, we study the user preference on user generated spoken content,
namely, podcasts, for predicting podcast preference in iTunes. In Chapter 6, we
move to “semi-open” environments, those of online news agents. We analyze
the commenting behavior of users on online news articles, and develop methods
for predicting the volume of comments per article, before and after publication.
Finally, in Chapter 7, we look at open environments, and in particular at patterns
of browsing behavior from users who search the web for news articles about a
particular topic. We develop methods for recommending news articles to users
based on their information needs, and what articles they have read before.

In sum, in this second part, we try to identify the characteristics of attraction of
unedited spoken content in the closed environment of iTunes, of edited content in
the closed environment of online news agents, and of edited content in the open
environment of the web. To confirm our observations, we develop methods based
on these characteristics for predicting user behavior in several settings.
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